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At this season of the year, there really isn't very much to say other than
to wish you all
A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR
However, the
who have assisted
interest, many of
of course, is the

Editor would like to take this opportunity to thank those members
in the preparation of the Monthly Letters by sending in items of
them in a form which requires a minimum of editing. And that,
way we like them. The less work we have to do, the better.

We won't make anybody's face red by mentioning names, but we do want you to
know that we appreciate your help.
And so, "God bless us all, every one."

THREE GREAT CANADIANS
Three great Canadians, all members of the Club for many years and representing
three of the Arts -- Music, Painting and Literature - were honoured by the Canadian
Club of Torcnto at its 61st Anniversary Dinner on Dec. 8th, The three, as you all
know, are our old friends Healey Willan, A.Y. Jackson and E. J. Pratt.
The tribute
to them on behalf of the Canadian Club was made by another great Canadian, Leonard
W. Brockington, the present Rector of Queen's University and one of Canada's outstanding speakers.
It seems rather unnecessary, in an Arts & Letters Club Monthly Letter, to go
into details concerning the careers and records of such well known figures in the
world of Art in Canada, but a brief summary may be of interest.
Healey Willan was born in England in 1880 and came to Canada as a young man.
He has been organist at the Church of St. Mary Magdalene in Toronto for many years
and is an authority on liturgical music. As a composer, he has attained international
recognition. He has published more than 250 musical works, including his Homage
Anthem, commissioned for the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth and played at the ceremony
in Westminster Abbey, and his opera, "Deirdre of the Sorrows", produced by the CBC
in 1946. He was a member of the faculty of the Toronto Conservatory for many years
and retired as Professor of Music at the University of Toronto in 1950. Among his
better known works to members of the Club is his setting of the Club Constitution.
*

II

Dr. Pratt was born in a fishing village in Newfoundland in 1883. Newfoundland
was not at that time a part of Canada, but that error has since been rectified.
For nearly 30 years, Dr. Pratt was Head of the English Department of Victoria College
where he not only became a beloved figure to generations of undergraduates but even
managed to instil a respect for and love of the English language into many of them;
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a feat for which he deserves high honour. His many volumes of poetry are widely read
wherever English is spoken. He has received many literary honours and he is a Ccmpanion of the Order of St. Michael and St. George.
A. Y. Jackson, "Pere Raquette" as he is known in French-Canada from the days
when he travelled the Province of Quebec on snowshoes, was born in Montreal in 1882.
For more than 50 years he has been a leading figure in Canadian art and ranks among
the foremost landscape painters of our times. He was one of the original Group of
Seven, who broke away from European traditions and inaugurated a new, distinctive
and essentially modern phase of Canadian painting. His paintings hang in many galleries throughout the world.

PROF. HENDRY'S TRIP
Prof. Charles E. Hendry is on a six months' study tour of Asia and the Middle
East, made possible by the University of Toronto in authorizing a sabbatical leave,
and travel grants from the Roger W. Straus Foundation and the Canada Council.
During the trip, Prof. Hendry will attend two international conferences, both
in Tokyo; the International Conference of Social Work and the International Congress
of Schools of Social Work. Prior to these conferences, a meeting of leaders is to
be held in Osaka, and also a meeting of the Board of Directors of the International
Association of Schools of Social Work.
Immediately following the conferences, Prof. Hendry will assist Dr. Kenneth
Soddy and Dr. Margaret Mead in conducting a training conference on Mental Health
and Family Life to be held at Manila, under the joint auspices of the World Health
Organization, the World Federation for Mental Health and the Asia Foundation.
During his trip, Prof. Hendry will visit universities and will consult with
university, government and community leaders on various problems connected with
human relations.
Immediately before leaving on this tour, Prof. Hendry addressed the Ontario
Industrial Development Conference on "The Impact of Industry on Human Welfare,,.
THE BAND COLLECTICN
C. S. Band's collection of Canadian contemporary art was on exhibition at the
Allbright Gallery in Buffalo, N.Y. during October and at the Agnes Etherington Art
Centre in Kingston during November.
The core of the exhibition is the many fine examples of the work of the Group
of Seven, including a great many drawings by F. H. Varley and paintings by Lawren
Harris, A. Y. Jackson, Varley, Arthur Lismer and Emily Carr.

EARLE GREY PLAYERS TOUR
For the second time, Earle Grey took the Players on an extended tour of the
Maritimes, commencing at Woodstock, N.B. on October 2nd with a performance of "As
You Like It". The tour was again successful and will, no doubt, become an annual
event.
After the close of the tour, the Players returned to Toronto to begin their
10th Annual Fall Tour of Ontario Colleges and Schools, sponsored by the Provincial
Department of Education.
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ADDRESS CHANGES
If you change your address, please let us know so that the mailing list may be
kept up to date, unless the reason for the change is participation, as a principal,
in a bank robbery. In such cases, reticence will receive the most sympathetic
understanding.
Here are some new addresses:
Vincent DeVita, R. R. 1, Severn Bridge, Cnt.
Anthony G. Forsey, 118 Gardiner Ave., Dunnville, Cnt.
Hugh McConkey, Box 277, Maple, Cnt.
Jan Polderman, 711 Third Ave., Rccm 1803, New York, N.Y.
Charles L. Hutchings, 2503 North Beachwood Dr., Hollywood 28, California.
E.E.H. Frost, Box 8, St. Sauveur des Monts, P.Q.
Wilfrid Knapp, 36 Park Mansions, Knightsbridge, London, S.W.I.
Reginald Godden, 955 Darien Way, San Francisco 27, California.
Willson Woodside, 309 "Journal" Bldg., Ottawa.
If you know of any other, the Secretary (not to mention the Treasurer) will be
delighted to have them.

ART AND ALCCHOL
A reproduction of a painting by Hilton Hassell of Queen Elizabeth and the Duke
of Edinburgh dancing a square dance during their last visit
to Canada is being used by
Carling Breweries Ltd. as the cover of a Christmas card. Permission for its use was
granted by the Secretary of State.
R. York Wilson has been commissioned to paint a mammoth mural for the lobby of
the new O0Keefe Auditorium.
The painting will be 100 feet long and 15 feet high.

COLOUR AND SQUASH
'Gene Butt has joined the staff of the Ontario College of Art and is teaching
"Colour". He is also maintaining a Studio for Colour and Interior Design Consultation
in the old Bishop Scadding House, 6 Trinity Square.
In the vegetable section of the Royal Winter Fair, two classes of Squash (Green
Warted Hubbard and Banana), entered from Tanglewood Farm by Mr. and Mrs. 'Gene Butt,
received prizes.

MEMBERS, ACTIVITIES
Dr. Ian Urquhart is the new Chairman of the Ontario Hospital Services Commission.
He was interviewed on "Tabloid" on the evening of Dec. 15th.
Charles F. Comfort made the principal address and introduced his Excellency,
the Hon. Cnesime Gagnon, Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Quebec, at the openin4
of the 79th Annual Exhibition of the Royal Academy of Arts at the Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts on Nov. 7th.
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Dr. J. Tuzo Wilson received an honorary degree of Doctor of Science from the
University of Western Ontario on October 24th, and gave the Convocation Address.
He is spending Christmas in the Antarctic.
Dr. Arnold Walter appeared twice on C.B.C. Wednesday Night, on October 1st and
8th, with dialogues on "Music in a Technological Age".
Dr. Ettore Mazzoleni conducted the C.B.C. Symphony on November 23rd and 30th.
Ernesto Barbini was guest conductor of the Torcnto Symphony Orchestra in a
"pops" concert on December 14th.
Frederick Sylvester conducted the Mendelssohn Choir in its two annual performances
of Handel's "Messiah" on December 16th and 17th.
Dick Lucas is shortly leaving on a three weeks trip to Moscow, which has been
arranged by the U.S.S.R. During his visit he will meet with the top horticulturists
of the Soviet Union to discuss Dick's hobby, dwarf fruit trees.
W. S. Milne was recently given the Dominion Drama Festival Award for outstanding
services to the drama in the Toronto district.
R. C. Fairfield has been awarded the Massey Gold Medal for Architecture for his
design of the Stratford Festival Theatre.

MILTON. WHERE ARE YOU?
A note has been received from Milton Blackstone, which reads as follows:
"It's 1050 today, but only 65° in our refrigerated apartment. Strawberries (jumbo
size) are 20¢ a quart, cantaloupes 10¢ each, lettuce, tomatoes, carrots and asparagus
are for free -- contributed by grower friends. COME ON DOWN!
Regards to all the lads."
The trouble is that nowhere on this missive, so far as we have been able to discover from a careful examination, is there any indication of where this paradise is
located. If we only knew, we would at least consider accepting Milton's invitation.
It sounds wonderful.

MEMBERS ILL
Charles Adamson has had a leg amputation as the result of vascular disease and
is in Sunnybrcok Hospital.
Joseph Barfoot has had a serious operation and is in the Toronto General Hospital.
We understand that Fred Challener has been ill, but, up to the time of going to
press, have been unable to get any further details.
*

All of these gentlemen would, no doubt, be glad to see their friends and fellow
members. However, anyone wishing to visit them had better check with the hospital
and make certain they are able to receive visitors.
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OBITUARY
We have just learned of the death of an Honorary Member of the Club, E. J.
Alexander, who died in Montreal of cancer of the lung on February 16th last.
IVOR R. LEWIS
(A Tribute)
Few men possess the gift of forming and retaining the friendship of so many of
their fellows as did Ivor Lewis. His life spanned more than two generations and
probably the majority of our members knew him, not in the heyday of his purposeful
life, but only in his later years when successive illnesses plagued him and sapped
his vitality.
He was a charter member of the Club-- one of the dwindling group of creative
souls whose vision, zeal and talents built an enduring fellowship of the Arts, and
a comradely haven for kindred souls, which is our heritage today.
He was President of the Club from 1936 to 1938, during a period of pulsating,
creative activity which gave the Club such an important position in this city and
in wider fields.
He was a man of his times -- artist, sculptor, actor of wide acclaim in the
days before the positions of amateur and professional in the Arts was so markedly
distinguished. In the infant days of the Canadian theatre he made his mark on the
stage of Hart House, in the Dominion Drama Festival and at the Club. As an amateur
actor he played a prominent part in radio. He was a leading figure in the first
Trans-Canada Radio Service, directed by Tyrone Guthrie, long before Stratford was
dreamt of.
He was undoubtedly the foremost Canadian character actor of his day. We
remember his award-winning triumph in "Napoleon Crossing the Rockies" (1936),
"The Poacher" and his inimitable performance in "Juno and the Paycock". The
performances at Hart House and the Club of the almost perennial "Chester Mysteries"
gave pleasure to young and old. And scme of the older members may recall his fine
portrayal of Caesar in Shaw's "Caesar and Cleopatra", directed by Bertram Forsyth,
at the old Margaret Eaton Theatre on Hayter Street.
He was a master of make-up. Who will forget the transformation he created in
the character of the "First King" in the "Chester Mysteries", or as "Mr. Petrie"
in the Club revues, to mention but two. He spent literally hours before some
performances to achieve perfection. Many were the tributes paid to his ability
by visiting professional actors who saw his work.
He gave freely of his talents to the artistic life of the Club. There were
two possessions he valued highly. Cne was the silver cigarette box presented to
him by the members as a token of appreciation for services rendered at the Club
Farm in Hogg's Hollow. In 1915 this farm served a utilitarian purpose and held
together in fellowship during those trying days of World War I the members who had
little heart for the usual Club gatherings. The second was one of the silver
salvers given, during George Pepall's presidency, to the handful of members selected
by their peers to be honoured for outstanding services to the Club.
Others have dealt with his honoured and successful business career with the
T. Eaton Company, coupled with his interest in various forms of communal affairs.
One item of interest in connection with this company, which may not be known to
all present members of the Club, is that the massive bronze statute of the founder
which stands in the main store is his work.
I would not try to create the impression that Ivor was a plaster saint. He
had a healthy man's contempt for snobs and hypocrites, whether in the artistic,
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Ivor Lewis (ccnt'd)
*

social or religious fields, and he could show it on occasion. He recognized the
Hogarthian aspect of life and found a certain delight in a Rabelaisian type of
humour.
He was helpful in many secret ways to budding artists, immature but conscientious
actors. It was always heart warming to witness the esteem and almost veneration with
which he was greeted in his later years. Many have reason to be thankful for tangible
examples of his encouragement and friendship.
The Quakers (Society of Friends) do not mourn the death of a member, but rather
give thanks for the fruitfulness of the life
fulfilled.
So we, too, should regard
the passing of Ivor Lewis.
Jim Wardropper

The Emanuel Hahn Scholarship Fund
A group of friends and former students of the late Emanuel Hahn recently formed
a committee to create a scholarship fund in his name; this is the first scholarship

set up on a national level to aid talented young sculptors. The worthy purpose of
the fund, coupled with the fact that Manny was a founder member of the Club with a

*The

close association for a number of years, have prompted the Executive Committee to
decide that the objectives of this group should be brought to the attention of all
members. For those who did not know Manny it may be briefly stated that his years
of teaching - and his monuments, portraits, medals, coins, and stamps - made a real
contribution to the artistic life of Canada.
objective of the fund ccnmittee is to raise $25,000, to be administered by
the Canada Foundation. This amount will provide a sizable sum each year to make
possible the continued studies of a qualified student attending one of the accredited
art schools in Canada. The recipient of the award will be determined annually by a
jury composed of members of the following national societies: The Royal Canadian
Academy, The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, and The Sculptors' Society
of Canada.
Among Club members who are acting as patrons are: Vincent Massey (Honorary
Patron), Hugh Allward, Charles Band, Charles Comfort, Lawren Harris, A.Y. Jackson,
Ernest Macmillan, and Joseph McCulley.
Dcnations of money, talents, and services already have been given generously
in order to lay the foundation for the fund. Contributions may be sent in the
enclosed envelope; a receipt for income tax purposes will be returned from the
Canada Foundation.

THE NCVFMBER DINNER
At the monthly dinner on November 1st honour was done to one of the most
valued and worthy members of the Club. Jim Wardropper, in a most appropriate and
touching speech, presented Fred McKelcan with Life Membership after many years of
faithful and valuable service.
Fred, in a reply punctuated with much wit and sentiment, brought back some
very tender memories of the Club, and also told of a few of his amusing experiences
in connection with his long tenure of office at Massey Hall.
After dinner, Eric Aldwinckle bared his soul in an effort to straighten out a
problem which had apparently been worrying him for some time. It concerned a certain
elusive four-letter word*, which he chased through several dictionaries becoming more
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and more convinced that Eric was a very '"mixed up kid". It was really very funny.
More than that, it was downright amusing, judging from the laughter of those present.
The Choir appeared in a varied programme from some of the more famous and
familiar musical comedies, notably "Oklahoma". This programme was borrowed from
the Ladiest Night of a few weeks before, and the members seemed to enjoy it also.
Reg Heal led the chorus in "O, What a Beautiful Morning", the quartet (Bill Thompson,
Reg Heal, Harry Ward and Walter Rayson) gave a spirited rendition of "Everything's
Up to Date in Kansas City", and Harry Ward sang the inevitable "Surrey with the
Fringe on Top" with his accustomed good taste and artistry.
Those who were brave enough to admit they were old enough to remember "Madame
Sherry" whistled or hummed "Every Little Movement", which was quite a feature. The
closing number was by the Choir and they were in top form as they sang "Old Man River".
NOTE: Horace Lapp, who provided the foregoing, with his usual modesty neglected to
mention the excellent job he did as M.C., and also failed to say anything
about his improvisation in the manner of Johann Sebastian Bach on the theme
of "Every Little Movement", which was one of the highlights of a very enjoyable evening.
*If Horace can spell that word with four letters, he is a better man than we are.
As a matter of fact we can't spell it at all. ED.

The Library

@

The Art & Architecture Of Ancient Egypt, by W. S. Smith, is another definitive
work in the Pelican History of Art series. With the aid of 192 plates and a scholarly text it traces the changes in the arts which occurred during the various dynasties
between 4,000 B.C. and the fall of Alexander. Palestine Ancient & Modern is a hand-

book and guide to the Palestinian collection of the Royal Ontario Museum.

It was

written by Winifred Needler and published with the aid of a generous grant from
Sigmund Samuel.
Eight exhibition catalogues not in our library, but dealing with Canadian
material, were recently obtained from the desk of the National Gallery of Canada;
among these were: Canadians Abroad, Contemporary Canadian Painters (an exhibition

for circulation in Australia), The Massey Collection of Paintings, Paintings &....
Drawings Frcm The Collection of C. S. Band, and Paintings & Drawings From The Collection of J. S. McLain. Also obtained from the National Gallery was a copy of
their publication titled Catalogue Of Paintings & Sculpture - Vol. 1 The Older
Schools; this is the first volume in a series designed to cover the Gallery's permanent collection. In 1942 the collections of the Older Schools were catalogued by
Professor Brieger of the U. of T.; Dr. Hubbard, the present curator and editor of
this book, has added much new material, and has produced a fine 156-page reference
work for the scholar and the researcher.
Volumes 7 and 8 of that valuable reference tool, Encyclopedia Canadiana, have
recently been on display; they lead one successively from Medals to O'Donoghue and
from Ogden to Rehabilitation. Volumes 9 and 10 have been received, thus completing
our set of this major Canadian publication.

I

Library conttd
Brownlow Card has given to the library his copy of Cur Great Ones; this welccme
gift is a portfolio of twelve caricatures, cut in linoleum by Jack McLaren, and published in a limited edition in 1932. A trenchant foreword was contributed to this
publication by E. J. Pratt, and Merrill Denison supplied an entertaining text for
each of the historical figures caricatured. Wentworth Walker has also made a contribution to the "Members" shelf, having given a book of poems written by the late
Canon Ward; this collection is titled Indian Summer, And Other Poems. John Galilee
has donated a useful bit of Canadiana in the form of the Cne Hundredth Anniversary
Booklet which was published by the Hamilton Association For The Advancement Of
Literature, Science, And Art.
It is felt that this copy of the Monthly Letter should bring to the attention
of all members the fact that the will of the late Bob Hubbard provided for a very
generous gift to the Club. Fifty of Bob's art books have been bequeathed to the Club
library.

CHRISTMAS DINNER
When asked what was planned for the Christmas dinner, one member was heard to
mutter "It lies in the Lapp of the Gods", and well did it lie.
At the appointed hour, and with a foundation of good "spirits", we moved to the
hall. The boar's head, in the manner of years gone by, was borne to the head table
by Harry Jamieson, followed by his retinue. All being assembled, a most meaningful
grace was spoken by Professor Weaver. We "fell to" surrounded by the delightful
foods provided by Mrs. Nichols and her gracious staff. The lusty contributions of
the Club choir stimulated the digestive juices.
From the President's remarks:- messages from absent members received frcm as far
away as Bangalore and Antarctica - at least one member present who could claim attendance at thirty-nine or more consecutive dinners - reference to Chuck Matthews' fine
photograph of Ivor Lewis, hanging in the lounge. Mr. Davis, President of the Saint
George's Society, made kind references to the continuing happy relationships between
landlord and tenant begun in 1920. Dr. E. J. Pratt, simply "Ned" to a host of Club
members, was at the head table and, when introduced, received a standing ovation.
Following dinner, Robin Strachan, on behalf of Horace Lapp who was otherwise
involved, outlined the programme for the evening with the theme of the United
Nations blended with the traditions of the celebration of Christmas. Bob Christie
gave a fine reading of a Prologue beautifully written by Patricia Card. Then followed some delightful duets and quartets (Heal, Rayscn, Thompson, Ward - piano,
Weatherseed). Four carols were written for the occasion by Messrs. Heal, Lapp,
Cuchterlony and Weatherseed. Willson Woodside was introduced as the newly appointed
Director of the United Nations Society in Canada and spoke briefly.
'La piece de resistance'was a development of the theme of Christmas as it is
found in different lands. From the pen of Patricia Card, Narrator Raymond Card
gave us brief passages descriptive of the celebration of Christmas in several
countries. Each was followed by the choir singing a carol of that country. In
this, we had the good fortune to hear the Club choir, under the guidance of David
Cuchterlony, in some rarely heard and beautiful carols. The choir was supported
throughout by Horace Lapp at the console of an organ, which was most suitable for
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the occasion. The stage provided an appropriate setting developed under the
guidance of Os Stacey with a number of lighted panels expertly created by the brushes
of Bern, Dingle, Finley, Hassel and Voss.
To bring the evening to a fitting conclusion, the whole Club joined in the
traditional singing of the First Nowell; it was good to see and hear again Sir
Ernest MacMillan at the piano for this occasion.
Mention has been made of a few of the many contributors to the programme. There
were artists, choristers, musicians and stage staff who helped to make the programme
and the festive decorations a success, not the least of whom was Henry Nichols, who
had to cope with many rehearsals and work parties at all hours of the day and night,
including every day of Christmas week.
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Welcome to our new Editor.
The Monthly Letter has become an important feature of our
Club life. While all members look forward with eagerness
to each issue it is appreciated particularly by the members
who cannot attend our daily lunches with any degree of
regularity and also by our non-resident members.
The Letter provides a continuing record of current club
events, gives news of the special achievements of members
in their professional fields and the honours accorded them
for their success. It introduces new members, indicating
their individual interests and potential activities in the
Club. From time to time it serves as a useful means of
communication between the Executive Committee and the general membership when changes of policy and programme are
to be discussed. In recent years Horace Corner and W. A.
Craick have in turn worthily created this link between all
members but ill-health has forced them to relinquish their
responsibility.
We are extremely pleased to announce that John Galilee has
accepted the Editorship and we welcome this first issue
prepared under his direction. We bespeak for him the active
co-operation and sustained interest of all members without
which editorship can become an onerous responsibility. He
will appreciate the assistance of contributors in specialised
fields and will take appropriate notice of all suggestions
for the improvement of the publication.
We wish you success John, and hope you will derive pleasure
in assuming this vital role.
J.W.
The above introduction by the President is most generous. It underlies the fact
that a Monthly Letter aiming to record Club activities and the various doings of
the members most definitely requires the co-operation of all. It will therefore
be most appreciated if items of interest are addressed to the Editor at the Club
or slipped in the drawer immediately below the scrapbook in the lounge.
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MONTHLY DINNER
Though lacking in numbers - only 62 attended - the February meeting more than compensated in spirit. (And not because there was more wassail to go round either!)
As advertised, there was a business session directly after dinner. The issue which at times seemed clear ... and at times - not so clear - involved the recommendation by a majority vote of the Executive relative to Club fees.
Adhering to Parliamentary procedure all the way - more or less - the group (names
deliberately omitted to spare the innocent) - discussed this important and not impersonal problem at great length. All members who wished to were allowed time to
give words to their opinions. There was quite a bit of giving ... and even some
taking.
Eventually, when the situation became somewhat like Cape Canaveral on a bad day with rockets taking off in all directions - it was decided to end the debate - (by
now on the procedure of the meeting and not the issue at stake) by a ballot-vote on
a Resolution counter to the Executive recommendation.
Actual balloting was delayed temporarily when the issue slipped away again but all
was put right at last and the decision of the majority present was democratically
(and mercifully) recorded.
We expect formal notice of the momentous decision will be given all members and
will not in these columns rob the Official Announcement of the thunder it so richly
deserves.
We would record however, that the evening did serve, through the words of one man
in particular, to remind us of the true function of the Club and of what its existence can and must mean to contemporary Canadian culture. It is a tribute to all
who so wholeheartedly took part in the debate that, while at times it was quite
unparliamentary, it was throughout, a discussion between gentlemen.
We are confident that the majority decided wisely and are happy that the issue is
now closed.
D.A.B.
THE REMBRANDT FILM
Those who chose to remain after the lively meeting to see the Rembrandt film were
rewarded by a tranquilising and thoughtful presentation of the painter's life
superbly illustrated by his paintings. Each step in the development of Rembrandt's
style was aptly marked by one of the numerous self-portraits progressively revealing
the bitterness of life caused by the loss of family and culminating in financial
disaster. The final running together of these portraits to show the continually
changing face of the man from youth to old age was most memorable.
J.R.
THE EXHIBITION
During the month of March, members have been privileged to see a very large display
of the Abstracts of J.W.G. MacDonald (Jock). Born in Thurso, Scotland, educated at
Edinburgh College of Art, he has exhibited at The Ontario Society of Artists; the
Canadian Group of Painters; the Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour;
Painters Eleven and numerous One-man shows.
The editor asked Os Stacey for a critical analysis of the show but he declined.
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The Exhibition cont'd
*

Being one of the school "I know what I like" we were heartened to read Pearl McCarthy's
column in The Globe and Mail on the present O.S.A. exhibition. She says:- "There
are grounds for saying that the two dependable abstractionists for easel pictures
are Jock MacDonald and D. McKay Houston. So far as MacDonald has symbolism of
thought or emotion it is clear-headed. Both men have prowess in direct sensory
reaction to paint which modernists prize and there is no arty slapdash."
Among some of the lesser erudite members of the Club the Rorschach Test is the
applied criterion to each of the pictures with the result that such interpretations,
according to Stacey, are quite O.K. with the artist!
PERSONAL
R. YORK WILSON, following a very successful one-man show in town, is cruising the
Carribean in a schooner.
A. J. CASSON's beautiful and academic pictures have been on view at Robert's Art
Gallery.
ARTHUR LISMER was a recent visitor to the Club.
Laing Galleries attracted much attention.

His Retrospect Exhibition at the

DR. QTTO HOLDEN, Chief Engineer, Hydro Electric Power Commission was recently named
electrical Man of the Year at The Electric Club of Toronto.
DR. A. Y. JACKSON was one of the recipients of Toronto's Awards of Merit early this
month. It will be remembered that the first Award of Merit went to swimmer Marilyn
Bell. It is good to reflect that our City Hall recognises artistic prowess as well.
HENRY J. FOSTER, non-resident member, Publisher of The Welland Evening Tribune got
behind The Emanuel Hahn Scholarship Fund by writing an editorial on the project.
He stated - "This is the first scholarship set up on a national level to aid talented
young sculptors." Mr. Foster recalls that about 21 years ago when Hahn's wife
(Elizabeth Wyn-Wood) was creating her Welland-Crowland War Memorial, he met Emanuel
who offered to sponsor him as a non-resident member of the Club.
DR. G. EL1ORE REMAN.
The Reading Times of Reading, Pa., has paid tribute to Dr.
Reman of Waterloo College - (or is it University now?) Waterloo, Ontario for his
incisive research into the Pennsylvania German elements in that city. His crowning
literary achievement is the best-seller, "The Trail of the Black Walnut".
Club member PETER FRANCIS has been awarded the 1958-1959 Liberty Magazine Award for
the Best New TV Show, in his capacity of executive producer for the CBC's half hour
drama series - "The Unforseen". The award, a handsome gold statuette, was presented
Jan. 22 on the Music Makers TV show. The Liberty Awards represent the judgement of
several hundred TV critics and columnists across Canada who are polled annually by
the magazine

a

NICK HORANYANSKY tells us that he addressed the Stratford Art Society this winter
on Contemporary Graphics. - "Just the field of subject matter and the focus of
interest got shifted" says Nick. "Sunsets, sheep, bouquets are of the past ...
but look at the design the sightless worm chews into the wood under the bark,
look at the vision-heads the wood-knot, crosscut by the saw, offer us!"
The following note was received the other day.

It concerns the whereabouts of
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Milton Blackstone:Report of humble servant Charlie Chan-el #5 to exalted
company of Arts and Letters Club regarding the whereabout
of honourable gentle man with appelation of Milton
Blackstone.

Subject was traced to New Mount Sinai Hospital, Toronto.
on Sept. 5. in process of major surgical operation. Could
receive no logical replies to questions asked except
phrase "The Titian Blonde" as subject still
under the
influence of anaesthesia.
Later found subject convalesing at 80 Avenue Rd. Regarding previous superlative ccmments on his California Shangri-La, subject says "All is
not gold in distant fields
- much also glitters
in humble
home city".
Suggest invitation
be extended to subject
for complete explanation of this
wise statement.
Excuse please, obediently Charlie Chan-el #5.

CABARET NIGHTS -

April 22nd
April 23rd
April 24th
April 25th

THE LIBRARY
One of the most important Canadian publications of the year
has been
added recently to the library; this
is The Arts In Canada.
Sub-titled "A StockTaking At Mid-Century", it is a critical
inquiry into all
major - and most minor forms of art.
In order to indicate the direction of current art
movements, emphasis has been placed on the period since 1945.
There are over 100 illustrations,
24 of which are in full
colour.
As a complimentary publication relating to and
expanding upon one of the fields covered in the above-mentioned book, a copy
of
Looking At Architecture In Canada was obtained.
The author, Dr. Gowans, has provided the most complete treatment of the subject ever published.
The 137 plates
cover the 300-year span from an Huron Indian hut to the Stratford
Memorial Theatre.
Three works have been added recently to the "Reference" shelf.
The
first
of these is the Concise Cambridge Bibliography Of English Literature,
an
extremely useful summary of the field
of English bibliography from earliest
times
to 1950.
This inexpensive little
book may be warmly recommended for purchase by
anyone who does much reading.
The second work to be noted is Volume O1of the
Encyclopedia Canadiana; it contains a 5 6 -page Atlas of Canada
(with index) and
completes our set of this
valuable publication.
The third
work is the two-volume
Canadiana 1955, which lists
every publication acquired by the National Library
during that year.

5.
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LIBRARY cont'd
A copy of Folk-Ballads Of The English-Speaking World was purchased for
the "Music" shelf. This carefully compiled work contains a scholarly introduction,
musical annotations, a bibliography, a discography, foot-of-page glossaries, etc.
Attention is drawn to a recent special issue of a quarterly published by Provincial
Paper, Limited, in which are reproduced the texts of lectures given by seven typographers to students at the College of Art.
Each of the authors (all but one of
whom are Club members) designed his own section of this interesting and artistic
issue, titled The Measure Of Typography.

The librarian of the Salmagundi Club has very kindly given to this Club
a copy of New Salmagundi Papers. Published in 1922, the book contains 60 stories
and drawings which were contributed by Salmagundians. Billy Milne, editor of a
collection of seven one-act plays titled Curtain Rising, has donated a copy of this
recently-published book to our library. Four of the authors of the plays are members.
Bert Rolph contributed to the "Architecture" shelf a book titled Old London Bridge;
the work contains 67 photogravure illustrations and fold-out plans. Thomas Lee, a
non-resident member, has sent two booklets to the library; these are: Albert H.
Robinson, A Painterrs Painter, and An Artist Inspects Upper Canada, The Diary Of
Daniel Fowler 183. The first was written by the donor, and the second contains
an introduction by him. The Toronto-Dominion Bank sent a copy of their anniversary
publication titled One Hundred Years Of Banking In Canada.
*

H.B.

OBITUARY
ERNEST MORGAN, a frequent contributor to the Club, passed away suddenly last month
at his home. His impersonation of Dickens at the Christmas Entertainment a few
years ago was a masterpiece of make-up. Ernest Morgan was an ideal luncheon companion - his rich, resonant voice and perfect diction made him outstanding. He
came to Canada from Wales in 1910.
He was a graduate of the Toronto Conservatory of Music (now Royal) and was choirmaster of St. Mary the Virgin Anglican Church, and also baritone soloist at Sherbourne
United Church.
He served in the First World War with the 46th Battalion of Saskatchewan and was
wounded at Cambrai.
Mr. Morgan joined the CRBC in Toronto in 1933 as an announcer. He was made a CBC
producer in 1936, production manager at Vancouver from 1940 to 1942, and then became program director.
From 1944 until 1946 he was supervisor of international exchange programs in Toronto,
and international service representative from 1946 until 1950 when he was made a
senior music producer.
CHARLES ADAMSCN, an honourary member of the Club died at Sunnybrook Hospital on
February 13, 1959. He received training in art and sculpture in Scotland and
Italy, and while continuing with it as a profession on coming to Canada, he also

6.

Obituary cont'd

became a newspaperman. He was city editor of The Mail and Empire for a time after
his return from the war.
For many years Mr.
scape artist.

Adamson shared a studio with the late Franz Johnston, the land-

His work as a sculptor included the Sons of England Memorial of a soldier on
University Ave., near Queen St., all figures on the Whitney Block in Queen's Park,
some of the work on Trinity College, and a considerable part of the work on the
Memorial Peace Tower in Ottawa.

AD VANCE

N 0 T ICE:

CABARET TIME AGAIN and this year the Club takes you

"AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY MINUTES"
Sorry we have to limit tickets to four per member for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Two per member for Saturday, but you know the situation for Club Shows. However,
applications for extra tickets may be made after April 18, and will be filled if
possible.
There are plenty of plans, players and promises (even of a dress rehearsal for the
children), but we need an audience. Bring your friends in the assurance that they
will be bewitched, bewildered, but we hope not bothered.
BUY YOUR TICKETS AT ONCE FROM:
Bruce Matson,
14 Elm Street
Toronto 2

Wednesday, April 22

Pat Richards,
J.R. Tirnmins Co.,
372 Bay St., Toronto

Thursday, April 23

Fred Kemp,
Friday, April 24
Armstrong,Kemp, Young & Burrows
372 Bay Street, Toronto
Fred Shaw,
R.G. McLean Ltd.,
26 Lombard St., Toronto

N.B.

Saturday, April 25

PRICE:

$3.00 per person (and you pay for your drinks)

TIME:

Not later than 9 p.m. (but please not before 8)

DRESS:

The World (and outer space),

but be FANCY

If you get your tickets by mail, be sure to enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
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MONTHLY

LETTER

52nd Annual Meeting
May 9, 1959
Following the usual wassail, the President called the meeting to order by asking
the Club Choir to sing Healey Willan's priceless setting of the Constitution. Under
the baton (or piano) of David Cuchterlony with recitative by George Lambert and the
enthusiastic crashing of a particularly vile percussion instrument by Reg Heal, this
got the meeting off to a rousing start.

e

Walter Moorehouse was called upon to read the list of members who have passed
away during the year. As each name was read a short biographical note described their
attainments. This is the list -

E.J. Archibald
F. Manning
J.T. Stirrett

R.H. Hubbard
Ivor Lewis
Ernest Morgan

Charles Adamson
Prof. E. de Champs
Arthur Duncan

Committee chairmen were then called on to give an account of their activities.
Stan Cooper, Chairman of Picture Hanging seemed to be a bit doubtful of the merits of
the various shows put on during the year. Whatever school of art was displayed had
violent critics and enthusiastic supporters. The hall for this meeting was bare of
any pictures, which certainly kept the complaints down!
Irwin Forster, the Treasurer, was not too happy over the financial position of
the Club. Apparently we are all eating too much and demanding finer appointments in
the Club (such as the new carpet in the lounge). However, we are not in the hands of
the money lenders yet because of the foresight and work of our predecessors.
W.K. Ackroyd, on new premises for the Club, told of the flurry of excitement enjoyed by the committee when the Bank of Canada premises on Toronto Street became vacant.
Alas, competing tycoons and a lack of $1 million forced a graceful withdrawal to the
status quo. Here we sits, members.
Horace Lapp reported 16 shows during the year and a revue.
inform members that the piano had been tuned five times.

He was also glad to

Philip Clarke in charge of Refreshments was in jovial mood as he announced a very
satisfactory profit as can be expected from such a bibulous crowd.
John Grier, the House Committee Chairman, told us that we consumed eleven tons of
food last year and that revenue from extra club activities enabled us to get a $1.40
meal for $1.00.

i

i
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2.

John Fleetwood-Morrow in the absence of lan Cameron (who basks in Italian sun)
rendered the membership committee's report in rhymed couplets much to the delight of
everyone.
Hunter Bishop, the Club Librarian, reported on the Club's growing library of
the Arts.
David Ouchterlony, researcher par excellence, admitted that a Club history is very
necessary. His committee is looking for a present day Macaulay.
The formal business of the evening having been conducted to the satisfaction of
lawyer Kemp, Jim Wardropper proceeded to his valedictory address. Some of his remarks
are repeated here for the benefit of absent members.
"It is not, and never has been a promotional organisation, a crusading mission, a
propagandist body. It is true that its history is connected closely with pioneering
movements in the local artistic world but not, I would hasten to point out, as a corporate body. From time to time individuals in the Club have had a vision of a better
world, have sought out kindred spirits within its walls, and gathering adherents who
share their outlook, have gone out and achieved success in changing the course of events
in our community. I maintain that the Club membership as a group cannot by the nature
of things make pronouncements, and do more than provide a sympathetic milieu for the
development of changing ideas."

ELECTICN OF EXECUTIVE
There appeared to be some confusion in the minds of a small minority as to the
Eight worthy souls were
correct voting technique for the election of the Executive.
eligible for this high honour.
Mazzolini asked if he might vote 8 times for the one
man of his choice - nay, nay, nay!
The scrutineers handed the Chairman the following results of the balloting:
Officers -

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

David Ouchterlony
Ian P. Cameron
Philip T. Clark
Fred W. Kemp

Committee Members
Raymond Card
H.L. (Tom) Deacon
D.M. Houstoun
Wm. Howard

John Layng
Bruce Matson
J.E. Manning
J.H. Yocum

Eugene Butt, George Pepper, Roland Pincoe and Robin Strachan have another
year to serve.
The installation of the new President was performed with fitting solemnity, after
which David Ouchterlony spoke briefly. His understatement of the year was "The Club has never housed the orthodox."
May that prevail!

3.
MacMILLAN NIGHT

*

An unusually large number of members turned out on April llth to do honour to
Sir Ernest MacMillan former conductor of the Toronto Symphony Crchestra - the Mendelssohn
choir and other musical groups of the city of Toronto - too numerous to mention.
Sir Ernest, on the eve of a Western tour which is to last over a year was supported
at the Head Table by a distinguished group of his former colleagues and Club Presidents;
these being:- David Cuchterlony, Jim Wardropper (the President), George Lambert, Fred
Haines, Fred Sylvester, Healey Willan, Walter Moorhouse, Eli Spivak, J. Davidson Ketchum
and Geoffrey Waddington.
An almost equally distinguished group of members arranged themselves at the baronial
tables having fortified themselves with the pre-tax and cheery salutes to each other.
President Jim paid glowing tribute to member MacMillan's contributions to the Club,
to the City and the Dominion and called on him to address the Club on the subject of The
Canadian Council of which Sir Ernest is a member.
The almost staggering implications of being handed $100,000,000 to aid Canada's culture proved to be easier to take when this sum was chopped neatly in half:- $50 million
being earmarked for University building and the other half being invested for the improvement of the Arts, the Humanities and Social Sciences. The size of the funds is perhaps
better realised when it is known that it earns interest at the rate of $11,000 a day - or
for the three quarters of an hour the address took to deliver, there was made available
another $345.00 for some deserving Leonardo!
Members of the Council studied work being done by the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation and the British Council before they started to distribute their largesse.
Of the three hundred applications received for funds recently only fourteen caught the
eye of the Council said Sir Ernest and he then proceeded to enumerate some of the policies
that guide the Council in its work.
They are guided by the advice of experts such as The National Research Council;
The Canada Foundation and individuals who have the required knowledge.
One of the first acts was to resuscitate The National Ballet some two years ago.it was, at that time, in danger of folding up.
Canada's geography poses many problems, such as transportation, time zones and
scattered population. The Council can help to bring music and the drama to places not
considered corrnercially profitable - such as Yellowknife.
Canada's bilingual nature also poses problems. French authors and composers have
additional handicaps to overcome.
The Council acts in general as pump primers.- It does not wish to dry up existing
sources of revenue.
Beyond individual disappointments, occasioned by refusals, very little criticism
has been received and why should there be, when the Council is in the hands of such
sincere Canadians?
Following the address, members were treated to recordings of The Hallelujah Chorus
sung by the Mendelssohn Choir accompanied by the Toronto Symphony Orchestra under the
Baton of Sir Ernest. This was followed by the St. Andrew's Medley originally performed
at a Pop Concert that sent all Scotchmen present into a trance of national rapture.
Stan Cooper was in charge of the mighty HI-FI.

AROUND THE WORLD . . .
April 22 - 25th,
1959
*

Encircling the globe four times in as many nights left
"travellers" and "fellowtravellers" fatigued ... and audiences intrigued.
By all reports this yearts "Cabaret" upheld the fine tradition of A & L spring
revues - neatly combining music, incredibly well-drilled dancing, humour and mime.
If you weren't able to attend we extend our sympathy; you missed a good show.
And our verbal description of what went on will be a rather colourless substitute.

4.
AROUND THE WORLD .
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. cont'd
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The theme of the Musical Comedy (it wasn't really a Cabaret per se) was a bet,
between Club Members of $5C0.00 ("Hell, no member of this Club has that much money!")
that two of them could go around the world in eighty minutes.
The two travellers (descriptively named T-l and T-2) made the trip and won the bet,
then turned back the money. ("The House Committee needs it more than we do!")
Such as
it is this is the plot ... and you'd hardly expect it to take a cast of thousands to do
it justice.
T-l and T-2 began in London where they attempted to get photographs of the famous
Beefeaters. (And who'd blame them, the costumes were magnificent!). Each time they
tried to focus on the Tower Guards they were hurled back with the admonition "Please
don't take our picture with a Brownie."
Next stop was a Paris bistro where they were treated to an Apache Dance, and the
singing of the incomparable Maurice Richard Chevalier.
In Rome they shared a historical (or was it hysterical?) moment of opera with the
ever-charming Yrme. Callas ... managing on all four nights to avoid being crushed by
the durmy hurled down into their midst with great enthusiasm at the end of the scene.
In Africa they picked up a feline fellow-traveller - Simba the Rock-an-Roar Lion;
solved a cannibal's gastric ailment; and witnessed a blood-curdling Skeleton Dance.
(No bones about it ...
the routine was well-drilled!)
A short hop in their balloon and they were in Russia, attaching themselves conspicuously to a chorus and ballet routine.
First Act curtain closed on a magnificent and colourful tableau commemorating the
cultural bridge which exists between Canada and U.S.S.R. (by-passing Alaska).
Rejoining the travellers, after a sumptuous snack, the audience found them trying
to get around, over or under the Iron Curtain. Eventually, they "zipped" through the
barrier into China.
Here, they stood trembling in the '"wings"while a mystic oriental held the audience
in the palm of his hand (along with sundry other items). While the weird strains of
authentic Chinese music (lock'n'lole) filled the hushed Hall, the magician deftly deceived all those in front and behind the curtains. (How the heck does he do it?)
Japan next ... and three delightful little maids whose singing was as charming as
their costumes.
Then Vancouver, and a full orchestral rendering of William Tell under the baton of
"Nick Goldschmidt". (Was it a baton he was waving or a pipe wrench?)
T-l, T-2 and Lion hitch-hiked to New York and there enjoyed a pot pourri of Broadway song hits especially arranged for piano and chorus.
At last, the Club again - a joyous, spirited and unrehearsed reunion - and the
curtain came down on yet another Arts and Letters Club show.
We've omitted names ... you'll find them listed on the Program ... all those
responsible worked as a group. And it's as a group we thank them for an enjoyable
presentation.
Congratulations to Horace Lapp for a wonderful show.
D.A.B.

The C.B.C. has commissioned a work from Healey Willan to ccmmemorate the Queen's
visit next June. The work entitled "Royal Tribute" will be performed by the C.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Geoffrey Waddington on Wednesday, June 17th at 7:45
p.m. and will be broadcast on C.B.L.
Milton Blackstone has kindly sent along a press clipping announcing the naming
of the Entrance Hall of the Jewish National and Hebrew University Library in Jerusalem
after Vincent Massey. The Library, now being built, will house over two million books,
including the Dead Sea Scrolls.

5.
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Member Z.S. Phimister and Joseph McCulley were elected Vice-President and a
Director respectively of the Empire Club of Canada recently.
Martin Baldwin, Director of the Art Gallery of Toronto, is being honoured by the
University of Toronto at its May 29 Convocation. He will receive an honorary degree
of doctor of laws.
Returning from the Carribean R. York Wilson and Cleeve Horne are the envy of fellow
members for their adventurous spirit. They, with their wives (one each) chartered a
sixty-seven foot ketch, The Harebell, and proceeded to explore the waters around the
enchanted isles. A crew of seven waited on them hand and foot while they sketched and
fished.
At lunch on Monday, May llth, Nicholas Goldschmidt spoke on the aims and objects
of the Vancouver International Festival. He was introduced by Ettore Mazzolini in a
"mag-in-ificent" manner. Nickey's plea for more support under government auspices for
the Arts in Canada was sincere and impressive.

.

The announcement by the President of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada
that it is awarding the Institute's Allied Arts Medal to A. Scott Carter at the Annual
Meeting of R.A.I.C. at the end of May, is hailed by Club Members as a fitting reward
for artistic achievement. Some of Scott's best-known works include heraldic decoration
in the Great Hall of Trinity College, Toronto, the Processional Cross in Trinity College
Side Chapel, War Memorials in Upper Canada College, Toronto, the Illuminated Memorial
Book in memory of Sir John Eaton, the Silver Chalice and Paten of the Church of St.
Michael and All Angels, Toronto, and the War Memorial Book for the Bank of Nova Scotia,
Toronto.
The retirement of Lorne Pierce as editor of the Ryerson Press was referred to by
William Arthur Deacon in his column in the Globe and Mail recently. W.A.D. -said,
"Dr. Pierce found time to write 17 books and to edit 14 volumes or series of volumes.
The first
ambitious period in Canadian literature from 1880 till
1920 had just ended,
though writers such Roberts, Carman and D.C. Scott still
lived and were writing.
Dr. Pierce wrote Three Fredericton Poets, a life
of William Kirby, books on the
painters J.E.H. MacDonald and Thoreau MacDonald, such books as A Canadian People,
Towards the Bonne Entente. He was one of the young men caught in the new nationalism...
As an era ended in 1920, the second 40-year stretch immediately began. His even younger
rival, Hugh Eayrs, president of Macmillan in Canada, was lucky enough to publish Blake's
translation of Maria Chapdelaine. The Canadian Authors Association was founded. Pierce
befriended and published the brilliant, short-lived Raymond Knister. At times he seemed
to wear the air of a professional greeter, welcoming the many new writers and helping
them into print. For the young writers of that time it was a never-forgotten thrill to
be invited to lunch by this important Ryerson editor. One such novice was stricken
dumb to hear him say: "I'd like to publish something of yours." The catalogue of
Ryerson books from then till now is astounding in sheer bulk. Naturally, scme of the
authors fell far short of fame; but his great contribution through the years was his
readiness to take a chance on the untried writers. Enough of them were good enough
to justify Dr. Pierce's warm receptivity. Mazo de la Roche started authorship.
Frederick Philip Grove (under McClelland sponsorship) began his grim solitary assault
on the readers."

*About

the prints on the wall of the Great Hall, Nick Hornyansky's commets are:
"This yearts Etchers' Show is presented with apologies; all was on hand to have the
collection hanging for the solemn hours of the Annual Meeting of the Club, but the
wall, repainted after the Cabaret, just refused to dry in time.
One of the three prize winners of the collection (Nick's Boreas - Philadelphia Cleland's Print of the Year) is missing; the Reid Award print of 1959 already entered
\'
*
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6.
its "repose" at Waterloo University. The themes, the near-contemporary taste, the
changing interest toward the fathomless space, foremost in the mind of our days, are
clearly reflected in the prints, so is the structure of Nature, deriving from the
analysis of the fibres and design of matter itself. If the public's approval can be
measured by acquisitions, over one-third of this year's CPE "Annual", from which the
best was picked for the Club, was sold, and not all to very nice old ladies."
N.H.
The Library
This notice will be devoted to the acknowledgement of the numerous contributions
made to the Liibrary within the last two months.
The late Bob Hubbard made a very generous bequest of books to the Club, and from
his library were chosen some thirty items; these have been on display recently in the
lounge. This representative selection includes books on the arts, books by members,
and technical books dealing with colour, lettering, picture restoration, etc.
From the estate of the late Ivor Lewis have come 13 books, the most welcome of
which is a copy of the long-sought Yearbook Of The Arts In Canada which was edited by
Bertram Brooker in 1936. Eleven of the remaining books were published by The Studio,
and deal with Masters of the Colour Print, Master Draughtsman, etc.
Carl Hunter has given a copy of an increasingly hard-to-find book titled
J. E. H. MacDonald; it was written by Carl's son E. R. Hunter, and designed by the
subject's son Thoreau MacDonald. A copy of Portfolio No. 2 of Discoverers And Explorers
In Canada has been given by A. B. Fisher; this contains reproductions of some of the
C. W. Jeffery drawings. W. A. Craick has given a copy of a book titled Australian War
Memorial. Brownlow Card has given a copy of the eleventh edition of The Ballet Annual. @
As part of the ceremonies associated with the installation of Claude Bissell as
President of the University of Toronto, three Installation Lectures were given; these
papers have been printed in booklet form under the title 3 Lectures, and a copy was
sent to the Club by Joe McCulley. We also received from the University a copy of a
little book titled The Eighth President. From the Chief Librarian of the Public Libraries has come a copy of Reading In Toronto 1958, while from the Ontario Department
of Highways has come an impressive-looking publication titled Cntario's Roads and
Streets.
Horace Corner has donated to the Reference shelf a copy of the 1958 edition of
that useful work Canadian Almanac And Directory. Other contributions directed to the
Reference shelf include the Annual Report 1957-58 of the British Council, and the
Cappac Directory 1959; this last publication is issued by the Commercial & Press
Photographerst Association Of Canada.
H.B.

Many regular lunching members have enjoyed meeting Henry Button and Walter Bowles
every Wednesday. This practice is worth encouragement among the old timers.
This Spring the Music Division of the Toronto Public Library moved from its quarters
at College & St. George Streets to the former home of Howard Ferguson at 559 Avenue Road.
The Fublic Library rents space in the building to the Canadian Music Centre, which was
established to collect all contemporary serious music by Canadian composers. Cn April
18th the new home of the Music Library was officially opened by Sir Ernest MacMillan.
@
LOST ECOK - Lewis Milligan says he lent or "loaned" a book of his poems (The Beckoning
Skyline) to a young man named MacDonald at a monthly dinner about a year ago. He
understood that the borrower was a new member of the Club. As the book is out of print
and the author has only one copy of his own left, he would like to have it returned.
(How about it, you MacDonalds?)
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The Monthly Letter

July 1959

To commemorate the visit of H.M. the Queen and Prince Philip the following sonnet
by the late Canon J. E. Ward, (privately printed and sent to a few of his friends)
is reproduced for members.

TO QUEEN ELIZABETH
Cn her accession to the throne.

So slight a living frame, so grave a weight
Of sovereign weal or woe for it to bear!
So young a life to circumscribe by fate
And bid this heavy mantle now to wear
That well might stagger thought or cripple joy!
Such age to heap on youth; such scmbreness
To bid new laughter out; such harsh employ
Of beauty's grace to cure an old distress!

Elizabeth of this we are aware
Who call you Cueen, and well might we take pause
To wish your feasting were of other fare,
Did we not know that, bound with honour's laws,

0

To love that looks on duty without blame
God's wisdom gives a glory and a name.
J.

E.

Ward

2.

A request to each chairman of a Committee of the Executive that perhaps they might
have something to say to the members about "next year" brought forth some notes
and
telephone calls. The Editor wishes to thank these men of distinction for the trouble
they took to answer.
PRESIDENT DAVID OUCHTERLONY while not answering directly has stated that it is his
wish that the luncheons should be interspersed with ten minute impromptu talks music - performances - by the members (or visitors) able to contribute to the gaiety
of noontime relaxation. The splendid description of "Modes" by Dr. Healey Willan,
described elsewhere, is an example of what the President has in mind.
ROBIN STRACHAN. (Entertainment) reported as follows:
"In general terms the Committee
hopes to enlarge the nucleus of members actively participating in Club entertainment.
We believe there is still much hidden talent and hope that the more modest members
will not hesitate to offer their services in any capacity connected with the Arts.
At the monthly dinners we hope to bring out as much NEW talent as we can
and of course, the two big entertainment functions - the Christmas Dinner and the
Spring Show - will take place. Thought relating to these things which give the Club
its special flavour, would be welcome now. We want to direct entertainment at the
Club with the advice and help of the WHOLE membership. We also want the "old faithfuls"
to know that we look to their usual support with gratitude, but will try sincerely
not to impose upon it.
Please offer ideas and criticisms, in writing if possible, so that we can
plan the entertainment season well in advance. SCRIPT MATERIAL is our most important
need at this stage."
J. M. HOUSTCUN, (Pictures) has already got his committee off to a good start. The
Bob Hubbard Memorial exhibit has just been hung and will be on display until the
first
of September. This will be followed by a show by new member Graham Coughtry.
In October there will be a display by the Pro Members of the Club, showing
their summer sketches. November will be given up to a Photographic Salon. Asked
what KIND of pictures the Committee is proposing to show, Houstoun replied that they
would be PROGRESSIVE and when further pressed as to what he meant by progressive, he
replied CONTEMPORARY. In other words look for an exciting and provocative series enough to whet the appetite and sharpen table conversation.
PHILIP CLARK (Finance) premises to keep the records of the Club in tip-top shape.
All monies received in fees and otherwise are deposited to the credit of the Club.
There will be strict accounting of all expenditures. Harold Hinton and Irwin Forster
are helping in Special Accounts.
BILL HOWARD (Property Rocm) tells us that the Property Room needs cleaning out. The
Editor told him that he spent an evening during the last war straightening bent nails
(nails were very scarce then) and we infer that nothing much has been done since. So
Bill has a job on his hands. He'll be calling for volunteers any day now.
(Late Bulletin: Nails are now in good supply. Ed.)
TOM DEACON (House Ccmmittee) is preparing a set of answers for all complaints. He
did mention that scme library shelves are going to be installed. Bill Howard made
the design for them.
JOHN LAYNG (Building Committee) has secured permission from the University of Toronto
for the 4th and 5th year students of Architecture to design new Club quarters. The
problem (or in layman's language - the necessary information on facilities reauired how much money can be spent) will be written by architect members. Here is a splendid
chance to rival the City Hall project.

^*
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3.
Nicholas Hornyansky had this to say about the Etchers' Show that was on the Club's
walls during the month of June:
"Permit the paraphrase: "Laudeamus Igitur!" The Etchers ccme to praise the new Exhibit
Committee of the Club. This is the way we would like to do it: A good etcher learns
'till the whiskers hold - (Did you ever see a bald etcher?) and we were anxious to see
which will be the prints (24) picked from 36 - boiled down from over 200 entries. The
pick was flawless and the men fabulously correct! Not one error and it is good to be
assured that the old Club knows!"
Note. This means that the Club selected the best of the crop.

"MR. OBLCMOFF" the John Coulter play produced and directed by Earle Grey at the Club
escaped notice in the Monthly Letter because of the transition period when various
editors tried to maintain the continuity of the Letter. To put the record straight
Mr. Oblomoff was performed in February of this year and was a completely artistic
success. John Coulter and Earle Grey both agree that putting on a full length play
at the Club these days is a mammoth task chiefly because of the difficulty of finding
actors who are able to spare time for rehearsals. In the hungry thirties it used to
be the artists, actors and writers who were begging for work. Today, it is hard to
find anyone who isn't fully engaged for months ahead. In spite of this we all look
forward to future collaborations of John Coulter and Earle Grey.
Look for an interesting exhibit of Canadian paintings at the Canadian
National Exhibition this year. It is assembling collections from
private homes and will be really outstanding. Sponsor is the Canadian
Cancer Society.
.
Otto Holden gazing at the St. Lawrence Seaway
Picture of a Happy Person ....
and hearing the hum of generators that marks the finish of Canada's greatest engineering feat.
Edgar Stone was in the news recently when it was announced that he had established
a foothold of theatre that will eventually lead to a chair of drama in the University
of Toronto. His gift will provide the Edgar Stone Lectures on Drama available to all
students. He worked in Hart House under Roy Mitchell up to the time of Gordon
Sparling and then became director himself. He directed 16 plays the first year and
was determined to make Hart House a home for the student actors of the University
and it was this policy, after the Second World War, that eventually prevailed on the
authorities to put Edgar Stone on its board of syndics.

######
J. D. Ketchum has received a Canada Council grant to continue research and writing
at the University of Toronto.

######
*

Elm Street is rapidly becoming the academic and gastronomic centre of Toronto.
Opposite to our premises we have the College of Applied Floristry, and to our east,
The Schools of Practical Nursing; while Angelo's is opening to the west. In the
place of the short-lived Home of Fugi Yama, there has blossomed the heavily curtained
clubrooms of the Eagle Fraternity. Yes, it's more like Chelsea all the time.

I
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Floyd S. Chalmers is now a liveryman of the Worshipful Company of Stationers and
Newspaper Makers, in the City of London. He is the second Canadian to be
"cloathed" in the livery of the company. The ceremony took place on his recent
flying trip to U.K. Afterwards, Chalmers was the guest of the Master and Wardens
of the company at a luncheon in Stationers' Hall, which was graced by the presence
of at least two former Lord Mayors and the Masters of some of the other Livery
Companies.
During his trip to England, Chalmers visited Stratford-on-Avon for conversations
with Glen Byam Shaw, the director of the Memorial Theatre, Peter Hall, who takes
over as director this Fall, and Sir Fordham Flower, chairman of the Board. With
Mrs. Chalmers, he attended a performance of Midsummer Night's Dream with Charles
Laughton as Bottom. The Chalmers also were guests of John Christie for a performance
of "Der Rosenkavalier" at Glyndebcurne; they took in the Derby and picked the second
and third horses but not the winner. Chalmers had tea with Prime Minister MacMillan
at the House of Commons.
Flying home in the Comet, the Chalmers broke the land to land record westward (3 hrs.
52 minutes from Ireland to Newfoundland) on the fortieth anniversary of Alcock and
Brown's first trans-Atlantic flight.

S

Healey Willan's rendition, in various modes, of "God Save the Queen" on June 4th was
a Luncheon Surprise Packet arranged by the President to entertain some 8 or 9 of his
guests, all examiners for the Royal Conservatory of Music.
A layman's description of a mode is that before scales were invented (possibly
by the devil) modes were all the thing. However, somebody goofed and as Healey played
the familiar tune in modes other than those now existent, it was apparent that a much
richer, deeper national anthem might have been ours today. However, as Eric Aldwinkle
remarked, it would be in order to speak to the Queen about this.

From the very first
days of spring there have been rumours of members travelling overi
seas.
Arnold Mason sought late winter sun in Spain - alas! it DID rain there.
Professor C. E. Hendry is back from an extensive Far Eastern trip of which
we hope to hear more later.
Dick Lucas went to Russia to impart some of his expert knowledge of dwarf
fruit trees and other botanical wonders that thrive at Markdale. It will
be interesting to hear if the Russians are claiming the dwarfingest trees
in the world.
Imagine the surprise of Norman Alexander who was told when he called to pay
his respects to the Savage Club in London that there was another Arts and
Letters Club member upstairs: none other than Brendan Mulholland who was
lunching with George Patton.
The twosome became a threesome and "a very
good time was had by all".
A tribute to Horace Corner who continues to paste in the Club Scrap-Book news and
views of members gleaned from the daily press. Records ARE valuable and Horace
deserves a special thanks for his industry.

x^'
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Willson Woodside of the United Nations Society of Canada has persuaded the powersthat-be to move the head office of the Society from Ottawa to Toronto. Thus we'll
be seeing more of Woody, whose office, by the way, is 329 Bloor St. West. (Public
Service announcement as the Radio people say.)
Fred Challener celebrated his 90th birthday in the Queen Elizabeth Hospital on
July 7. We say "celebrated" because in a visit to him recently we found him reading
pocket book thrillers, smoking his pipe and casting friendly eyes on a table laden
with candies, fruit and cookies. His one aim is to build up his weight and strength
and go home and PAINT. He is deeply appreciative of visits from Club members.
Visiting hours are: Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday & Sunday 2 - 4 pm. Tuesday and
Friday 7 - 8:30 pm.

OBITUARIES
Dr. Dennis Jordan, distinguished physician and surgeon died in Toronto July 7.
visited the Club occasionally in recent years.

He

J. Edgar McAllister, 89, a retired consulting engineer died in Charlottesville, Va.,
May 27th. He was a well known chemical and mining engineer and a sportsman. The
Club used to be regaled with Restigouche salmon when he was fishing in the East.
Comparatively recently he wrote to Jim Wardropper that he liked to read the Monthly
Letter to find out what was going on in the Club of which he was an early member.

The death on June 16th in Toronto of Gilbert E. Jackson, a former President of the
Club, removed a distinguished member and wrote finis to a career that reads like a
work of fiction. Scholar, Professor of Economics, University of Toronto, advisor to
the Governors of the Bank of England, President of Sentinel Investments and advisor
to many Canadian Corporations, Jackson's circle of friends and business associates
was extremely wide. He was a most interesting lecturer and years ago, when he was
a Professor in Toronto, he used to undertake assignments from the Department of
Extension. He made periodic visits to the Hamilton Association for the Advancement
of Literature, Science and Art. The writer well remembers his famous lecture on
THE GOLDEN AGE - a description of the Edwardian times when the Empire was really the
source of England's great wealth. It was his wish that his funeral service should
be held in the Club. This was conducted by Canon Cosgrave. Verses by Robert Louis
Stevenson, much favoured by Jackson, were read. The hall and gallery were filled
with Club members and representatives of the financial world.

John Robinson, columnist Hamilton Spectator, had this to say the other day about the
preoccupation of present day civilisation with the aging process. He said, "It's a
good thing that Whistler painted back in the last century. His most famed portrait,
if painted today would be referred to, not as "Whistler's Mother" but as a Senior
Citizen. And her white hair would have been tinted blue."
ADDRESS
Major J.
Reward.

WANTED

V. Taberner - last address - New York, N.Y.
Dr. Ruggles George.

Anyone knowing whereabouts,

etc.
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THE LIBRARY

The recently-published book titled Eskimo lists three contributors, but
their contributions were independently executed and widely separated in time.
Most of the illustrations are made up of reproductions of sketches done by Frederick
Varley in 1938, and of Eskimo art collected by Robert Flaherty beginning in 1910;
it is interesting to note that the author of the text, Edmund Carpenter, was born
the year that Flaherty finished his film Nanook Of The North. This book is the
product of joint cooperation in the widest possible sense for, in addition to the
many donors and persons who assisted in the preparation of the material used, the
fieldwork was financed by five sources and publication grants were made by an
additional five sources.
COne of the latest titles to appear in the Pelican History Of Art series
is Architecture: Nineteenth & Twentieth Centuries, by Henry-Russell Hitchcock. A
copy is now to be found on the Architecture shelf. This scholarly reference work
contains 498 pages of text, notes, and bibliography, plus 192 plates. Another book
recently displayed is titled Le Muse'e Rodin. The French text is by George Grappe,
and the book contains 111 fine photographic illustrations of the work of the sculptor
Auguste Rodin.

*

Three books - written by former Club members - have been picked up frcm
various second-hand book tables. These are: The Privacity Agent by the late B. K.
Sandwell, The Wayfarer by the late Canon J. E. Ward, and Poteen by William Arthur
Deacon. In addition to these books, other items currently appearing on the New
Addition shelf include two catalogues. One of these is titled The Third Biennial
Exhibition Of Canadian Art, and relates to the current exhibition organized for
circulation by the National Gallery. The other is titled Catalogue Of Records;
it was prepared by the Music Branch of the Toronto Public Libraries, and lists the
circulating rental collection now available at the new Music Library on Avenue
Road.
H.B.

In the interest of keeping the mailing list up-to-date
would any member making a change of address please send
information to the Club.

*
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October 1959
September Monthly Dinner
An unsually large number of members turned out on Saturday, September 26th to
hear A.M. Kirkpatrick (Kirk), Executive Director, The John Howard Society, speak on
"Margin of Error". Whether it was morbid curiosity or a desire to learn something
about how those inside our prisons live, members were fascinated by the grim story
of society's failure to solve the problem of the misdoer.
After the usual wassail, presided over by a few trusty ladlers and pourers and
following a satisfying repast, the President launched the fall and winter season of
the Club with pointed and well chosen words to all to undertake responsibilities as
they develop. He welcomed especially two older members Sid Howard and Ned Pratt.
He also paid tribute to the extraordinary diligence of Jim Wardropper for his painstaking work of assembling a thousand and one details concerning the past history of
the Club and its members. He called on Robin Strachan to introduce the speaker.
Robin said that unannounced attractions will make our luncheons interesting this
winter by the occasional appearance of musicians, artists, travellers, and even
oddities who will entertain for a brief period (five minutes). This will no doubt
tempt the gambler member to take a fling in the hope of hearing, say, Glen Gould
or even Willson Woodside.
This is not the place for a full report on Kirk's address but a few significant
remarks have made these impressions on the writer. The age when anti-social ideas
are bred commences when the subject is as young as seven years. The childhood and
family environment contribute tremendously to the development of the future criminal.
While past methods of dealing with criminals have been mainly to "lock them up", yet
it is now being realized that this is a crude way of dealing with the problem. It
is now known that a criminal tendency is evidence of a sick mind. Just punishing per
se is evading the issue. Kirk told of the work of the John Howard Society and related some of his experiences with the Society. He read many poignant letters the
Society has received from released prisoners and quoted verses written by inmates
that endeavored to translate the feelings of the condemned to those outside. A
lively discussion period followed. Robin conveyed the thanks of the meeting to
Kirk.
A surprise visit to the Club then followed by George Patton, now of London,
England, who gave an impromptu recitation of "Pick up Musket, Sam" and "The Return
of Albert Ramsbottom" done in George's inimitable style of thirty years ago, thus
bringing the evening to a happy conclusion.
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-2Toronto has honoured once again a member of the Club, Ned Pratt, who is the
recipient of the 1959 Award of Merit.

*

Frank Panabaker spent the summer in Cornwall, England, Ireland and Scotland.
We all look forward to seeing the results of this extensive painting trip.
The following information may be of interest to some of the older members.
About twenty years ago E.J. Dinsmore, an artist of considerable repute, died. His
sons who were quite young at the time, were naturally not in the position to look
after their father's estate. Apparently a sale of Dinsmore's pictures took place
in the Club. Now the sons would like to purchase back some of those pictures. If
you have any and are willing to sell, will you please get in touch with William
Dinsmore, telephone LE 2-3353.
Bill Howard's enticingly worded advertisement for help in clearing the Property
Room is having effect. The promise of availability of refreshments did the trick no
doubt -- however the usual one or two tickets will still be required.
The Women's section of the Globe and Mail recently pictured the attractive
Trinity Square apartment of 'Gene Butt and his wife. The description of this
antiquarian's delight filled us all with envy. One wonders what 'Gene thinks of
when he walks up University Avenue and gazes at the rectangles of modern buildings
which are springing up on both sides of that thoroughfare.

S

We were saddened to learn during the summer of the passing of Frank Peddle.
Although not a member of the Club at the time of his death, he had in the past appeared often on the Club stage. He was a frequent performer on CBC Wednesday Night.
We record with pride that our distinguished member Vincent Massey was awarded
the Albert Medal for 1959 by the Royal Society of Arts. It was particularly happy
that the presentation was made by H+R+H+ the Duke of Edinburgh, president of the
Society at Government House, Ottawa, on July 1st 1959. The citation reads "for his
distinguished encouragement of the Arts and Sciences". Concerning this award the
Journal of the Royal Society of Arts has this to say, "... after his return to Canada
(1946) Mr. Massey was selected for a task of great national importance. In 1949 du?
ing his term of office as chancellor of the University of Toronto, he became chairman of the Royal Commission, appointed to survey the development of the Arts, Letters
and Sciences in Canada. The report which he and his colleagues on the Commission
presented at the end of their two-year review is an educational document of great
value and one bearing the impress of his own concern with the ordinary citizen's
needs and desires. A direct outcome of the recommendations of the Massey Commission
(as it came to be known) was the establishment in 1957 of the Canada Council for
the promotion of the Arts, Letters and Humanities".

"The Fourth Year students of the School of Architecture will
John Layng reports:
have as a design problem this Fall "AN ARTS & LETTERS CLUB".

a

"The basic plan requirements for this problem have been suggested by the Building
Committee of this Arts & Letters Club. It is hoped to display all of the better
solutions in the Club early in December. This display has no significance other than
to show the Members how such a problem might be solved in a contemporary manner. It
does not mean that we will be leaving here or that the day when we can have new
quarters is any nearer."
Definition of lunch at the Club:

A place where it's

-

a pleasure to be insulted.
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-3Alan Collier, bless his heart, supplied the following account of his summer
vacation (work?):

*

"As in the past three summers, we travelled for three months by car and cabin
trailer, five weeks of which were spent painting in the Cape Breton Highlands.
While there we camped with Toronto artist William Roberts and his family; Roberts
will be remembered as one of the four non-members whose paintings were hung in
the Club last winter.
"I had intended painting in New Brunswick as well as Nova Scotia but it rained on
eleven of the twelve days we were there.
"In 1948 we sketched in southern Nova Scotia and while working at Bacarro Point, the
most southerly tip of the mainland, we found a long, stony beach, a few fishing
shacks and some interesting pieces of marine wreckage. This year we found a long,
stony beach, a few fishing shacks, thousands of rusting tin cans and two U.S. radar
domes behind a high wire fence. Apparently the army cooks throw their refuse in the
ocean and the cans form a not too decorative fringe. Near Shelburne Harbour the
abandoned World War II gun emplacements have been supplanted by a U.S. Navy Oceanographic Research Station, also behind a high wire fence. What a change in atmosphere
since the days of those early settlers, the U.E. Loyalists'"
Lacey Amy on a bus:
"During the fourteen years I spent in Europe, following the First War, a source of
much amusement -- and scorn -- was the conducted tour. Many a time, for my own
amusement, I fell in at the rear of a staggering line of tourists, led by a grim,
determined professor or clergyman, and wandered from cathedral to museum to art
gallery, the group too utterly exhausted and glassy-eyed to realize what it was all
about.
"Now, after four thousand miles through ten countries, in a comfortable bus, my
opinion of the conducted tour has altered. That is because the tour itself has
altered. I wouldn't expose my body and my money to the inadequate and added expense
services of some local professor or clergyman or tourist agent. Nowadays the satisfactory tour is arranged and conducted by one of a score or more travel organizations
that furnish the buses and couriers. The couriers are professionals, moving from
tour to tour. They speak all the languages, are familiar and friendly with the
hotels and their staffs, and the border officials; they know the history of the
countries and the interesting spots, and have all the answers. Our courier was a
Swiss student whose entire summer was filled with tour after tour. Young he was
but full of dignity, and he never lost control of the mixed thirty-two.we were.

S

"Such a tour no longer is a parade from museum to cathedral to art gallery. I find
the first two of limited interest, and I defy anyone to be able fully to appreciate
paintings for much more than half an hour at a time. We saw the paintings in Windsor
Castle, in the Amsterdam gallery, in the Doge'S palace in Venice; and the others
visited the Pitti gallery in Florence. I had seen it a couple of times before and
had other business. Today there are night clubs--some too shocking to describe but
nevertheless interesting in spots--funiculars, mountain-top views, special manufacturing establishments, festivals, bathing beaches, famous ruins--and, if it's a hot
day, avoid Pompeii--homes and birthplaces of famous people, relics of the two wars,
monuments, special resorts, and--best of all for the women--the best places to shop.
And there is no obligation to join in every excursion.

I

"Such a trip, omitting the boat, need cost no more for two travelling together than
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$26 or $27 a day. Some side trips are extra, of course, but baggage handling and
tips are included in the price, as well as three meals a day and rooms in good hotels,
most nights with bath.
"The impressions that remain with me most vividly are the lazy relaxation, the utter
irresponsibility, the comparative luxury, of the whole trip; the ease with which we
rose some mornings before 6 a.m.; the scores of buses packed with tourists all over
the continent, sometimes as many as a dozen for the morning or afternoon snack; the
cheapness of many commodities in most of Europe, so that I was forced to purchase
another suitcase to get it all back; the crowded condition of Oxford Street in London
and the dearth of shilling pieces (retained, I was assured, for the gas meters); the
wide knowledge and wise management of the courier. And, by the way, I can't see a
woman adequately filling the bill, since now and then our courier had to pitch in
and help the hotel staffs in order to get started in time.
"I liked it all.

I'm going again."

Horace Lapp reports:
"Lo, the summer has gone, the hottest and possibly the most active season for our
musicians in many years. Symphony orchestras sprouted up all over the place, chamber
music flourished in the land and much bacon was brought home by practically all
concerned.
"Nicholas Goldschmidt piloted a very successful season with his Vancouver Festival.
Many of the musical events were broadcast and heard in Toronto over CBC. Prominently
among them were some excellent sounds from a chamber orchestra conducted by Sir
Ernest MacMillan.
"Those who questioned why Dr. Healey Willan was observed in company with some very
sweet young things in front of the Royal Conservatory, were told that this was part
of a documentary film being produced by The National Film Board. The church of
St. Mary Magdelene occupied much of the film with scenes of Dr. Willan at the organ.
"Horace Lapp (that's me) journeyed to The American Shakespeare Festival in Stratford,
Connecticut to write an article on the two Stratfords. It appeared a few days later
in The Telegram. Forsoothe it did not set the literary world afire, but on the other
hand it was believed to have been responsible for a few extra paid admissions to
both places.
"Harvey Perrin this year was made Musical Director for the public and secondary
schools of Toronto. On May 12th and 13th he conducted the 73rd Annual May Festival
which began in 1886 A.D. We hasten to inform you that Harvey was not present at
the inauguration. Under his direction was a chorus of 600 children plus a special
boys' choir. Also, part of the show was a symphony orchestra of 90 musicians.
Very striking and impressive musically was another group of 200 strings. Harvey
conducted the two performances with an entire change of personnel on the second
evening.

*

I

"During the summer, Walter Susskind conducted three Prom Concerts in London,
England, appeared as conductor in Germany, and at the Edinburgh Festival.
"On a recent CBC 'Wednesday Night' Terrence Gibbs arranged a rather unique programme
Sir Ernest MacMillan was the master of ceremonies, and after a short word of
....
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-5explanation produced a theme which he handed to Quentin MacLean, Elie Spivak and
Horace Lapp (that's me again). Upon this theme they were asked to improvise for
about five minutes (separately, of course). I would suggest to Terrence that this
could make an excellent series -- once every afternoon and twice every evening for
say one or two hundred broadcasts, or until exhausted.
"Dr. Leslie Bell played a very large and very creditable part in the presentation
of many brilliant concerts in the Toronto parks this summer. Ettore Mazzoleni and
Geoffrey Waddington were among the outstanding conductors who gave superb performances before almost ten thousand people. Another honour for Geoffrey --- he was
presented with a gold medal by the University of Saskatchewan in recognition of his
many good works in the advancement of music.
"Fred Silvester is rehearsing the Mendelssohn Choir for their two forthcoming performances of The Children's Crusade and Beethoven's 9th Symphony.
"During the coming season Harvey Perrin has arranged for every child in grades 7 and
8 to hear the Toronto Symphony at their own special concerts each consecutive Friday
afternoon for six concerts.
"After what must have been a lovely visit to Europe lan Cameron is flexing his vocal
chords, and will be again on view at his old stand in the Mendelssohn Choir."

We are glad to hear that John Adaskin is now well on the road to recovery after
a bout with his heart.
Frederick S. Challener, O.S.A., R.C.A. died September 30th in the Queen Elizabeth
He was a Charter member of the Club. Practically every
Hospital, Toronto, aged 90O.
member came in contact with him during the past many years as he was a faithful
luncheon attendant. His bright conversation held us all enthralled as he dipped into the past as if it were yesterday. We all miss him. An appreciation of his work
by William Colgate will appear in a future Monthly Letter.
Another old member, musician Geza de Kresz died recently. He was a member of the
original Hart House String Quartette along with Harry Adaskin, Milton Blackstone
and Boris Hambourg.

THE LIBRARY
All the very best work done in the field of advertising art has been culled
to provide the impressive selection contained in a book titled The New Graphic Art.
By means of 432 illustrations this international survey presents examples of all major
changes made over the past fifty years in advertisements, posters, packages, lettering, etc. Published in Switzerland, the book contains text in English, French, and
German.

I

Those interested in opera (a timely topic) will be pleased to learn that a
comprehensive reference work has been obtained, titled Encyclopedia of The Opera.
The book contains the stories and lists the characters of several hundred operas;
also included are sections devoted to: biographies, history of opera, data on performances, literary sources, special articles (the Aria, the Overture, etc.);
finally, there is a 37-page pronunciation guide.
. .. \
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Library cont'd

Dr. R. H. Hubbard, Chief Curator of the National Gallery of Canada, has recently
completed Vol. II of the Gallery's Catalogue of Paintings & Sculpture. The second volume deals with the Modern European Schools, and is divided into nine main sections eight on paintings from different countries, and one on sculpture. This very attractive and fully-illustrated catalogue contains a great deal of reference material, and
includes an index for each of five different main headings. It is with some sense of
achievement that the librarian records the acquisition of a mint condition copy of
L'Ile D'Orleans, a book published in 1928 by the Historic Monuments Commission of the
Province of Quebec. This important 500-page history is profusely illustrated with
photographs and sketches, as well as many reproductions of the paintings of Horatio
Walker.
The following three items have been displayed recently, and are now to be found
on the "Canadiana" shelf. The first of these, titled I Brought The Ages Home, was
written by C. T. Currelly who was the first curator of the Royal Ontario Museum. The
second item is simply titled Masks, and is the fully-illustrated catalogue which the
Museum prepared for their recent exhibition which was sub-titled "The Many Faces Of
Man".
The third item is a copy of the 2nd Annual Report of the Canada Council; this
covers the Council's activities for the year ending March 31st, 1959.
H.B.
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November 1959
October Monthly Dinner
The promise of fun and good fellowship as shown on the invitation card
advertising three worthies - Terence R. Gibbs - Sir Thomas Beecham and Dr.
Samuel Johnson - was amply fulfilled when members gathered for their Hallowe'en
treat on October 31st. While Dr. Johnson was not present yet his spirit lingered
near the flowing bowl.
After the usual good food and chaste bandinage, the President asked Robin
Strachan to open proceedings. Robin introduced Terence Gibbs who is Assistant
Director of Music (serious) at CBC (what is serious music? funereal? not jazz?
difficult? - of this more anon, no doubt).
Terence explained that the evening's programme was inspired by the fact
that it is Sir Thomas Beecham's 80th birthday.
Under the guidance of Yvon Doucet's nimble electronic fingers the tape
recorder produced the following: A rendition of the Last Movement of the Prague
Symphony - Beecham conducting; comments by Terence Gibbs; an extraordinary interview of Beecham by BBC's Wynford Vaughan Thomas. Beecham's amazing breadth of
knowledge, his impish and provocative answers held us all spell bound. Here was
a man whose scholarship was practically unlimited talking with authority about
Handel, Beethoven, Mozart - of England, France, the National Theatre, using
such phrases as "Side splitting demonstrations of imbecility" "Mish mash of
Soul". Beecham's great facility for impromptu speaking was noted - he seldom
paused for a word and seemed to take fiendish delight in shocking the complacent
mind. It must not be forgotten that Beecham is a great worker, is ever studying
and is a musician of the first order. Altogether, it was a delightful evening.

It is not generally known that Paul Hahn is one of the greatest students of
the extinct passenger pigeon. In the Sept-Oct issue of Canadian Audubon he tells
of his interest in collecting specimens of this rare bird from hundreds of trips
to isolated farm houses and private collections. Since 1918 he has donated 68
of the 124 at present in the Royal Ontario Museum. A stuffed bird - usually
rejected at auction sales - has a fascination for Paul - it might be one of
these rarities. A copy of the Canadian Audubon that carries this story is in
the Library.

Forsey Page was admitted into the Order of St. John at an investiture at
Ottawa by Governor General Vanier recently. Forsey is a Provincial Council
member of the Order.
i *. .
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Duthie, W.A. Howard and John Layng appeared on a programme called
FIGHTING WORDS arranged by Color Council of Canada. Loyal Club members twisted
dials at home in vain. Alas, the programme was not broadcast.

It was nice to welcome Savage Club member Joseph Terrett of London, England
this month. A & L Club members are made welcome at the Savage whenever they
are in London. We rarely have the opportunity of returning this courtesy.

Bill Drake writes from 14 Garden Street, Bergenfield, N.J. that he intended
visiting the Club in the summer after a sketching trip in Quebec but was
prevented by the illness of his wife. He is painting for NBC - TV and sends
greetings to his friends in the Club.
Fred Haines vouches for the following dog story - It seems Fred had a young
puppy - a large variety - who was given a juicy bone to gnaw. An older but
smaller dog looked enviously at the bone but didn't seem to want to engage in
combat. He withdrew a distance and presumably appeared to talk the matter
over with another wise dog. Suddenly they dashed past the puppy at full speed.
The puppy, ready for a chase, dropped the bone and pursued. Dog no. 1 then
quietly returned, retrieved the bone while its former owner somehow wondered
what had happened'
It is good to hear that Bryant Fryer is making such excellent progress that
he expects to be well enough to visit the Club soon.
The exhibition of photographs that graced the walls of the dining hall
recently were the work of six Toronto professional photographers: Walter Curtin,
Peter Croydon, Dennis Colwell, Ray Webber and John Sebert. Many of the photographs were recognized as having appeared in some of Canada's leading magazines.
Professor Philip A. Child recently addressed the scholars of Trinity College
at the annual ceremony of Admission of Scholars on the subject of "Learning".
The address was full of wit and wisdom.

Frank S. Panabaker has been appointed to the Board of Trustees of the National
Gallery, Ottawa. Frank is a well-known artist many of whose pictures are hung
in the Toronto Art Gallery, the Hamilton Art Gallery and many galleries in
the United States.
Oz Stacey and Yvon Doucet enjoyed a pleasant if rather chilly sketching trip
in the Laurentians, in late October. They made their headquarters at Ste Jovite
and did three or four sketches a day - enough to keep them busy the rest of the
winter.

*

The November Staff Bulletin, University of Toronto mentions the following
academic Club members:
President C. T. Bissell spoke at a University College lecture
series on November 2nd on "The Victorian Inheritance of George
Bernard Shaw".
Both Dr. Healey Willan and Frederick C. Silvester gave organ
recitals in Convocation Hall, this month.

I
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Prof. J. D. Ketchum read a paper "Mind and Mechanism 1959" at the
Canadian Psychological Association's summer meeting in Saskatoon.
Dr. Thomas Howarth has been invited to direct the annual seminar
"Session '60'" at Banff arranged by the Alberta Association of
Architects on "Architecture and Structure".
Rev. F. J. Moore of Cincinnati, Ohio, sends along the following information
about himself and his doings "The nearest thing to the A. & L.C. that we have down here is The
Literary Club. It is 110 years old this year, and is, I think,
the oldest of its kind in the U.S.A. The character of the Club
is not so "artistic" as the A. and L. but the major professions
are represented in the membership. We meet every Monday night (only)
for the reading of a paper, with "refreshments" both fore and aft.
We have our own house, thanks to the generosity of the Taft family,
but it is used simply for our weekly meetings. I am now the President
for the current season - 1959-60. If any member of the A. and L.
should happen to be in Cincinnati on a Monday, he will be welcome
at the Club meeting if he will come and ask for me or the Secretary.
The address is 500 E. 4th Street. "Refreshments" at 8 pm."

*

Who should breeze in one day recently with seaweed from the Sargasso Sea on
his shoes but Napier Moore, looking fit and bursting with anecdotes of a
salty nature.

THE LIBRARY

The rumour that a book dealing with the exotic is to be found in the
library is based on fact - currently there is on display just inside the door
a beautifully-illustrated volume titled Exotic Art. This handsome introduction to the world of alien art forms (from Africa, America, Egypt, Indonesia,
and Oceania) contains a great many reproductions of strikingly-lit photographs.
For the "Architecture" shelf there has been obtained a valuable book titled
Masters Of Modern Architecture. The work of more than 60 of the world's great
architects, from Aalto to Yamasaki, are shown in over 225 reproductions. The
book also contains sections on building descriptions, biographies, and a
bibliography.
Two books dealing with a Canadian theme have been added to the "Members"
shelf; these are; Speaking Of Canada by Vincent Massey, and The Frontier And
Canadian Letters by Wilfred Eggleston. The former book is a collection of 44
addresses given by the author between April 1952 and February 1959; the latter
is a survey of Canadian literature from its beginning up to 1956.
*

A number of catalogues and booklets have been obtained from the National
Gallery of Canada. The titles of some of these, with dates of publication,
are as follows: Folk Painters Of The Canadian West, 1959; Canadian Artists
Abroad, 1956; Exhibition Of Canadian Painting To Celebrate The Coronation Of
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, 1953; Memorial Exhibition - Prudence Heward,
1948; Lawren Harris, 1948; Exhibition Of Contemporary Canadian Painting, 1936.
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Yvon Doucet has given to the library a book on architecture titled
Amsterdams Bouwkunst En Stadsschoon, 1306-1942.
Although it contains a Dutch
text the great many photographic reproductions, showing details of every important and interesting building in Amsterdam, make it a welcome addition to
the library.

Some inquiries have come to the attention of the Editor re Dr. George
and Yvon Doucet who are to be seen every noon hour having a tete-'a-tete with
an exchange of slips of paper, torn postcards, old envelopes, etc.
The Editor
was assured that these are not the latest stock reports from Bay Street nor
Woodbine racing forms - but rather changes of address - re-directed mail lost and found articles and 'phone numbers (of members, that is).
On the
subject of phone numbers, the Club owes Dr. George a great debt for the countless hours he has spent in the past months looking up addresses, phone numbers,
both home and business - postal districts, etc. to complete what is now a very
up-to-date mailing list.
Our thanks again to Dr. George.

THE THIRD GENERATION
Lunching members encountered two Georges around the Club during November.
Ruggles' son Jim became the George the third to be associated with the A. &
L.C., his grandfather having been a member.
He is a Rhodes Scholar, survivor
of a torpedoing in 1942, was Canadian Naval Historian in London and since 1945
has been on the staffs of the Canadian Embassy in Athens, Canadian Delegation
to U.N., and to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Paris.
He is a keen
mountaineer and spelunker and a comparatively religious pilgrim who has visited
Sufi (Whirling Dervish) communities in North Africa and the monasteries of the
Eastern Orthodox Church on Mount Athos in Greece.

KEEP

THIS

DATE

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS

OPEN
DINNER

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26th, 1959
Complete details will be sent to members shortly.
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